
Specialists in Hospitality 
and Leisure Cleaning

Services tailored to you
Your customers’ first impressions are vital and we 
appreciate the importance of a building that 
represents who you are.
NSS understands the planning and flexibility it takes to 
work in and around your client areas, so a dedicated 
helpdesk is on hand to help with any queries.

We use the latest techniques and technology to ensure a 
quality finish, every time. Technology such as water-fed 
poles that achieve a spotless shine without the use of 
chemicals, and specialist machines that remove the most 
stubborn dirt, chewing gum and stains from your floors.

Whatever the size of your estate or the needs of your 
buildings, we’ll communicate with you clearly before, 
during and after any scheduled or ad hoc work.

We’ll also produce detailed proof of delivery reports, 
which include pictures, so you know exactly what’s been 
done and how we did it. This promotes continuous 
improvement and helps us focus on exceeding KPIs.

E�ective, reliable, and experienced
enough to handle any portfolio.
Contact us for window cleaning, sanitisation,
gra�ti removal, pressure washing and more. 

High-level specialists
NSS are specialists in internal and 
external window cleaning and 
high-level cleaning.
We have invested in access platforms
and specialist equipment for all of our 
regional teams and operatives are fully 
trained to clean façades and canopies
at any height in the safest way, meaning
no window is out of reach.

We also o�er sanitisation services that
will improve the customer experience
and give people confidence to keep
coming back. Our dedicated SafeTOUCH 
service uses eco-friendly technology to
kill 99.9% of bacteria and viruses,
keeping your clients and sta� safe
without damaging surfaces
or flooring.

Maintenance HireCleaning Testing

When your business depends on the 
environment you create for your customers, you 
need a partner you can trust. NSS Cleaning is 
the market leader in the window cleaning sector.

nssgroup.com



What should you expect when you contact NSS?
NSS Cleaning has the infrastructure and expertise to o�er national support using local teams.
Our directly employed, full-time specialists are equipped to service buildings of all shapes and sizes,
so you can expect:

Façade and high-level cleaning

SafeTOUCH sanitisation

Kitchen and leisure facility cleaning

Car park cleaning

Gra�ti and chewing gum removal

Reactive specialist cleaning

And more…

Restorative deep cleans

Our services include:

• A detailed survey and free, no-obligation site visit

• 24-hour response service and support anywhere 
in mainland UK

• Visits from skilled sta� with full IPAF, PASMA, 
IRATA and UKPIA qualifications

• Our own state-of-the-art equipment, with no 
need to wait for hired machines

• Expertise in the full range of cleaning styles 
and specialisms

• Specifications and frequencies tailored to your 
building and your needs

• Detailed post-works reports, with pictures, 
following all reactive and planned work

• Robust risk assessments and compliance with 
all relevant regulations.

NSS, 239 Ashley Rd, Hale, Altrincham
Greater Manchester, WA15 9NE

03459 677477
info@nssgroup.com
nssgroup.com

Get in touch to discuss how our 
reliable specialists can help you 
keep your building in top condition 
with minimal disruption or hassle.


